Introduction.
The most important aspect of strategic planning is, according to [1] , the strategy process: "a dialog through which knowledge is shared and consensus is achieved and commitment towards action and results is built". As shown in [2] , consensus in organizations as legitimation of action towards certain strategic goals have attracted increasing levels of attention for legitimation facilitates the access to necessary resources to achieve such goals. These consensus can and should occur in different organizational settings, although in this paper the authors focus on those consensus related to the management of VS.
According to [3] organizations are complex systems that, from an information exchange perspective, can be considered as networks under the "organizational network" paradigm proposed in [4] . Typically the proper VS management comprehends the coordination of organizational clusters within such networks: different departments such as sales, engineering, production or logistics can be considered such clusters of highly interconnected hubs that are compelled to deliver coordinated solutions to ensure maximum VS performance. In this dynamics either they are all successful together or they will be unsuccessful individually.
The process of consensus building or Nemawashi can be described therefore as one in which all agents acting, at different levels; upon VS will reach a desired state after a finite time throughout a winnerless process (WLP) where no agent wins in the sense described in [5] . We hypothesize that the achievement of VS consensus depends dynamically on the performance of all related PO and, without loss of generality, that these interaction are linear within a discrete period of time.
The effective VS goal achievement sought by different organizational clusters may be however many times conflicting thus increasing the uncertainty of the task. Galbraith [6] assertively conjectured that the principal managerial task is to reduce uncertainty by processing information: "A basic proposition is that the greater the uncertainty of the task, the greater the amount of information that has to be processed between decision makers during the execution of the task". Individual behavior of rational people trying to achieve a local optimum may lead to organizational disasters as shown in [7] referencing to [8] . From an organizational network´s perspective, it is therefore crucial to understand the organizational dynamics towards a consensus on the quest towards VS goals.
In order to achieve this, the paper is structured in five phases: Firstly, a background on complex organizational networks. Secondly, a model that describes the Nemawashi process and conditions for VS alignment is provided. Thridly, a Nemawashi management roadmap for implementation as well as several management implications are presented. Fourthly, one case study is presented so as to show the application of the model and make it replicable. Finally, we discuss the conclusions and limitations of the model and present possible further research.
Background.
Organizational complexity measures the level of interdependence between organizational units as shown in [9] . Neuroscientists as Friston introduces the concept of effective connectivity as the influence one neural system exerts over another [10] .
In a series of papers along these lines [11] have introduced the concept of organizational structural connectivity as a way to understand structural organizational networks formed by:
• nodes, organizational agents or PO, and • edges or KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) related to PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) understood as (CPD)nA (Check-Plan-Do-Check-Plan-Do-…-Act). The concept of organizational effective connectivity is now introduced as a way to understand organizational networks in which • nodes are structural network clusters around hubs of high cluster coefficient, and • which edges dynamically describe the underlying causal influences between them measured through certain VS related time-dependent KPIs. Villalba-Diez et al. have shown in previous papers that when implementing HKT as a VS oriented lean-management method, organizational clusters form along VSs [12] .
Following the hypothesis formulated in the introduction, this VS can be described by n KPIs x i i=1…n that represent the VS performance.
For obvious computation reasons, in order make the KPIs comparable, these x i need to be normalized and bounded.
Normalization occurs when
being x imax -x imin the maximum and minimum value of x i (t) and therefore 0 x i * 1.
Boundaries are set if x i ** =x i * ·(100/∑ i x i * ) (2) The dynamic variation of this normalized performance x i owned by one of these clusters can be described by the differential equation system described in (2) 
This set of equations describes a trajectory, the Nemawashi consensus curve, in an euclidean n-dimensional space given. The authors consider VS alignment is attained if in this n-dimensional state euclidean space the trajectory described by the Nemawashi curve presents asymptotic stability as shown in [13] .
As indicated by Freedman [14] , this set of differential equations can describe several types of interactions that can be modeled by deterministic mathematical models in population ecology such as the Kolmogorov model. The Nemawashi WLP is a consensus seeking process with linear interactions between the POs. Therefore it can be potentially modeled by the particular Kolmogorov case formulated by the generalized Lotka-Volterra equations shown in [15] .
This paper presents two main contributions: • A system of differential equations to describe the Nemawashi process is proposed as well as the necessary conditions for VS asymptotic stability are described. • A Nemawashi management roadmap for implementation as well as several management implications are presented.
Nemawashi process and conditions for VS alignment.
In the process of value creation, organizational clusters consume resources that are limited and ought to be distributed among all. All structural clusters seek to maximize the value they generate out of the consumed resources. Simultaneously, poled by the aligning force of the strategy, all VS agents are compelled to strive for solutions that best serve whole system´s performance. Both centrifugal, cluster interest, and centripetal forces, strategic interest, are brought in equilibrium by the incentive structure given in the organization. This incentive structure is operationalized by the KPI.
A model that describes the consensus problem within this KPI structure consists on n structural clusters, whose performance can be measured through certain KPIs. The present work considers a generalized Lotka-Volterra set of differential equations to describe the WLP model given by (4):
where r i ≥0 represent the growth rate of the i th VS related KPI, and a ij represent a constant interaction between the i th and j th KPI. The matrix A=(a ij ) is called the interaction matrix.
Therefore the conditions of WLP are winnerless 0 < x i ** < 1 t for i=1,…,n (5) The state euclidean space is the nonnegative orthant Ω n + ={x ** =(x 1 ** ,…,x n ** ), 0<x i
For visualization purposes, in the rest of the paper, the authors will consider the VS is described by three KPIs being n=3. The system described in (2) for three variables can be described as follows:
The conditions for asymptotic stability of every possible equilibrium are [13] given if (7) , (8) and (9) are true: (8) (9) In other words, (4) and (5) describe the Nemawashi consensus process and the inequalities (7), (8) and (9) describe the conditions for VS alignment.
The inequality (7) has a VS related interpretation. In the first inequality describing m 11, the term a 22 a 33 is a measure of competition and represent the competing effect on the growth of KPI x 2 ** due to KPI x 3 ** . The term a 23 a 32 is a measure of inhibition and represent the damping effect between KPI x 2 ** and KPI x 3 ** . If the measure of competition, a 22 a 33 , is less than the measure of inhibition, a 23 a 32 , then an asymptotically stable coexistence may exist. The other inequalities in (7) have a similar VS related interpretation.
Inequalities (8) and (9) determine a lower and upper bound respectively for the difference between the measure of competition and the measure of inhibition for all three KPIs simultaneously.
Nemawashi Management Roadmap to VS alignment

Nemawashi Management Roadmap
The Nemawashi management roadmap proposes a five step computational process, based on genetic optimization algorithm.
• Firstly, a VS where VS alignment is strategically needed is mapped following any process mapping method. The authors recommend cross-functional process map or swimlane method proposed in [16] .
• Secondly, three relevant KPIs at the highest level of the VS are measured throughout a period of time, to be then normalized and bounded following expressions (1) and (2) .
• Thirdly, the coefficients A=(a ij ) of the interaction matrix and r i are inferred. As there are 8 parameters for each tern of KPIs there is a cost function defined J(p1,..,p8,T) as the euclidean distance between the real position and the iterated solution for intervals i=1,…,T. A genetic optimization algorithm is applied to this cost function J in order to infer the optimal A * =(a ij * ) and r i * as described in [17] .
• Fourthly, through (5) the WLP nature of the dynamical system is tested. If the parameters allow for a WLP dynamics, then a Nemawashi process can be found.
• Finally, in the case that Nemawashi process can be found with this set of KPIs, the necessary conditions for VS alignment (7) , (8) and (9) are tested with these inferred A * =(a ij * ) parameters. The asymptotic point of VS alignment is represented in a ternary diagram. At this point several management implications can be presented.
Case Studies.
In this paper we present a case study from one of the authors professional activities that aim to illustrate the implementation of the proposed Nemawashi Roadmap to VS alignment in the case of the Robert Bosch Automotive Steering GmbH.
Research Setting
In the Spiral Manufacturing VS ( fig. 1 ) under consideration there are 35 team production members involved. The Spiral Manufacturing is a part of a more extensive two-geared electrical steering manufacturing in the Schwäbisch-Gmünd factory in which it is assembled. The first management level is responsible for the three KPIs, shown by Table 1 , that describe this VS. 
Nemawashi Roadmap
• Firstly, the VS was mapped. As proposed by Womack, this was performed with all relevant POs following a standard Gemba Walk [18] . Fig. 1 qualitatively displays the result of such mapping. For confidentiality reasons such VS cannot be shown in more detail. • Secondly, the three mentioned relevant VS KPIs were measured on a weekly basis. The study intends to show if this given set of KPIs is suitable for a Nemawashi WLP given the gathered data. These KPIs are to be normalized and bounded following expressions (1) and (2) to the KPIs as shown in Fig. 2 . • Thirdly, a genetic algorithm was implemented to infer the coefficients of the WLP differential equation system introduced in (4). In our particular case the selected chromosome has 12 real numbers between 0 and 1 (3 r i and 9 a ij ), and we have used real value crossover and mutation with probabilities of 60% and 7% respectively. The population was built over 8000 individuals and it ran over 1000 generations. After that, the best configuration found propose the following coefficients:
As a result, conditions (7) , (8) and (9) are fulfilled. • Fourthly, through (5) the WLP nature of the dynamical system is tested. We conclude that the parameters allow for a WLP dynamics and a Nemawashi process can be found.
• Finally, because the conditions for Nemawashi are given and the process presents WLP dynamics, we are able to represent the expected asymptotic point of VS alignment in a ternary diagram as shown in 
Interpretation and Case Study Closure
We can conclude that given this VS, the set of KPIs provided can attain a state of WLP. Therefore the Nemawashi Process is possible.
The dynamics show that, under these VS conditions, the system can attain asymptotic stability through a Nemawashi process and therefore alignment is possible. The point of equilibrium is given in the ternary diagram when the KPIs have a relation shown by Table 2 . When this point of equilibrium has ben reached, the VS agents have achieved alignment. This state of alignment provides a quantifiable direction worth guiding the continuous improvement.
Conclusions, Management Implications, Limitations and further steps.
In this ongoing research paper, the authors have proposed a plausible mathematical population dynamics WLP model to explain consensus seeking dynamics towards organizational alignment.
The authors enunciate several conclusions through following propositions as well as its related benefits which may help VS managers better manage the process: be quantified. The model can help VS managers quantify how much time -and resources -will it take to attain alignment. Because alignment is a desired organizational state to be at when dealing with complex VS, it is worth working strategically towards it. This model can help better design strategic alignment seeking policies. • Proposition 3. VS effective goal achievement is a complex task and absolute goals might not be strategically advisable. VS effective goal achievement might be more complex than a formulation of absolute corporate goals such as "Zero defects", "Unit cost reduction" or "Market share growth". The model makes implicit dynamic KPI relationships explicit. By quantifying the dynamic relationships between KPIs, this model helps VS managers better align their strategic efforts towards realistic equilibrium points, rather than trying to achieve unrealistic goals that might bring the overall system out of control.
There are several managerial implications that can be derived from the implementation of this Nemawashi Managerial Roadmap.
• First, this method is able to provide managers with insights regarding the VS alignment potential of any tern of KPIs related to VS. With a relatively limited amount of data, managers are able to discern if the coefficients describing (6) allow for VS alignment. This allows for a strategic readjustment of KPIs throughout the HKT process.
• Second, once the coefficients of the interaction matrix are iterated, this method allows for discovering attractors within the VS. These attractors would be represented by KPI POs that have a higher specific weight and play a more important role in the Nemawashi process than others.
• Third, this method allows for a dynamic description of the Nemawashi process. Being the coefficients of the VS r i and a ij known, equation (6) is fully described. As a result, managers are able to foresee the dynamic properties and of the KPI system. 1) The first one is the necessary conditions for asymptotic stability. These require specific conditions as shown in (7), (8) and (9) . These conditions can be analytically hard to define as the number of KPIs increases.
2)
The second aspect is related to the computational capability for adjusting the A coefficients so that the trajectories become closer to the ones identified during the initial steps. The decision will be based on minimizing a function cost defined as the additive squared of absolute differences between each trajectory based on solving the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) and the one estimated from the empirical observation period. The number of parameters to be determined is n 2 +n, where n is the number of involved KPIs. The computational complexity is expected therefore to remain manageable, being the suggested number of individuals in the population (500 log (n 2 )) with 35-45% of crossover, 1-3% of mutation and 10-15% of elitism. The expected computation time scales as logarithmic rule. It is necessary to accentuate however that the genetic algorithm is a heuristic technique. This means that there is no guarantee about the exact solution found. Because of this some strategies repeat the evolution by starting randomly in order to increase solution´s resilience. • Limitation 3. The model describes how the Nemawashi process works towards alignment, but does not describe why are Nemawashi and alignment desirable and what happens when the VS is optimized. In this ongoing research, the authors have purposely not deepen the analysis on why VS ought to be managed with a Nemawashi process and what happens when the continuous improvement process algorithm changes the process variables. The importance of these dynamic properties of the Nemawashi process shall be discussed in further research by the authors.
